Coatings Guide for Hot Mix Asphalt Plants

Customized Paint Solutions For All HMA Plant Needs
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Hot Spot Eliminator
802/815 Series (up to 500°F) or 15ZN/805 Series (up to 1000°F)
Where: Ductwork, KO Box, or any trouble spots on your plant that may see temps over 400°F.
Why: Eliminate color shift and premature failure at hot spots due to running higher RAP%. 500°F and 1000°F formulas available.

For nearly 30 years Highland coatings have been the choice of top equipment manufacturers and facility owners alike. When it comes to paint for asphalt plants, Highland is the trusted name in the industry. With the Highland brand comes a promise of customized solutions for:

- Superior Quality
- Affordable Prices
- Longer Service Life
- Lower Maintenance Costs

Why Highland?

System Selections

**HiGlo**
84/150C Series or 200-QD
Where: Cold Feed Bins, Conveyors, Structural Steel, Control House, and Silos.
Why: Most economical option for “cold” areas of your plant. Offers longer lasting color and corrosion protection compared to the competition. 200-QD may be applied directly to bare metal.

**Universal Hot Mix**
860/865 Series (up to 400°F)
Where: All areas of your plant up to 400°F.
Why: The only paint system engineered specifically for Hot Mix Asphalt plants! The universal solution for optimal corrosion protection, color retention, and gloss. No heat cure required.

**Hot Spot Eliminator**
802/815 Series (up to 500°F) or 15ZN/805 Series (up to 1000°F)
Where: Ductwork, KO Box, or any trouble spots on your plant that may see temps over 400°F.
Why: Eliminate color shift and premature failure at hot spots due to running higher RAP%. 500°F and 1000°F formulas available.

**DuraDrum**
827-HB Series (up to 1200°F)
Where: Drum mixers/dryers. Also for priming hot spots or under insulation.
Why: The newest and most advanced solution for extreme, high temperatures. Allows for highest build barrier in this temperature range keeping rust away from your drum.

Highland offers fantastic coatings for every area of your plant including chemically resistant coatings for the interior of your baghouse, and more. Most Highland coatings are also available in a “Spray-Safe” Dry-Fall formulation. Call or visit our website for more details.
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The Highland Advantage

Customer Service
Highland Customer Service is second to none in the industry. We pride ourselves on our technical expertise, quick responses, and dedicated personal attention to every customer. Nothing is more important to us than our customers.

Brush & Roll Formulations
Many of Highland’s unique coatings are available in brush-and-roll formulations which makes touch-up work and small jobs a breeze.

Aerosol Cans
Aerosol cans are the easiest solution for small jobs. Highland high temperature primers and topcoats are available in aerosol cans.

Cleaning Solvents
Highland cleaning solvents are tough on messes, but gentle on equipment. Don’t forget the cleaning solvents when you are ordering your paint!

Dry-Fall “Spray-Safe”
Highland is the only manufacturer of solvent borne dry-fall coatings. Our proven systems are available in “Spray-Safe” formulations which allow for plant painting without over-spray worries.

Safety Colors
Highland is the place to go for safety colors, even for just one gallon. Safety colors are typically required for hand rails, latter cages, and all other areas needing added visibility.

Our Customers See the Advantage
“I would recommend Highland paint and the service behind that paint to anyone. The paint IS the best, but the SERVICE is better.” - Ben Burra, Arrow Road Construction

“I have used Highland paint for over 20 years on various asphalt plants, and I give them an A+. The paint holds up great and I could not ask for better service.” - Chris Cook, King Asphalt
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